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Notices

The following information is not intended to be “written advice concerning one 

or more Federal tax matters” subject to the requirements of section 10.37(a)(2) 

of Treasury Department Circular 230.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on 

authorities that are subject to change. Applicability of the information to specific 

situations should be determined through consultation with your tax adviser.
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Administrative

CPE regulations require that online participants take part in online questions

— Must respond to a minimum of four questions per 60 minutes.

— Polling questions will appear on your media player.

— Results will be reviewed in the aggregate; no responses will be 

tracked back to any individual or organization.

To ask a question, use the Ask a Question box on your media player

Technical issues: use the ? button in the upper-right corner of your webcast player 

to access our new online help portal

— If this does not resolve your issue, please submit a question through the Ask a 

Question box, and you will receive a reply from our technical staff shortly in the 

Answered Questions box.
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Agenda

Introduction

Creating audit ready files and managing email requests

Understanding trends in electronic data requests, requests for interviews and how to

prepare witnesses

Preparing for site visits from revenue authorities and trends and developments of 

joint audits



Creating audit ready files 
and managing email 
requests

Kevin Elliott  

Director, Tax

KPMG in the UK

(EMA Lead for Dispute Resolution & Controversy)
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The importance of documenting transactions

Documenting transactions with tax consequences

— intended tax reliefs are dependent on proper implementation

— robust underlying technical analysis can be undermined by poor 

implementation/documentation.

Tax Authorities testing implementation and operation 

— HMRC in the UK instruct officers to test implementation: litigation and settlement 

strategy

— testing implementation precedes challenges to technical analysis

— testing operation:

— tax motivated arrangements: ‘main purpose’

— residence/permanent establishment

— Diverted Profits Tax.

The tax disputes continuum:

Protect Manage Resolve
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Creating audit ready files

Documenting transactions at the time they are undertaken

— check all steps implemented and documented correctly

— people involved in implementation 

— cost effective

— removal of irrelevant material.

Content of files 

— summary of the transaction, commercial rationale, tax 

consequences

— steps plan/chronology

— ‘bible’ of formal legal documentation

— tax advice

— legal advice

— ‘informal correspondence’ — where motive/purpose relevant.
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Managing requests for emails

Tax authorities test two levels of evidence

— formal legal documents

— informal correspondence: emails are primary evidence of 

motive/purpose or operation of arrangements.

Managing email communications 

— treat as a formal letter — assume a tax official will read emails

— non-tax specialists should avoid comment on tax matters

— protection of legal privilege.
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Managing requests for emails (cont…)

Collating relevant email communications 

— appoint person to be responsible

— collate at the time of the transaction

— emails to support chronology/decisions for each step

— removal of superfluous correspondence

— cost effective.

Managing tax authority requests  

— check tax authority power to request — reasonable/unduly onerous

— consider alternative evidence

— propose the scope of evidence rather than react to requests

— note methodology of email collation to confirm comprehensive 

review.



Understanding trends in 
electronic data requests, 
requests for interviews and 
how to prepare witnesses
Angela Wood

Partner, Tax 

KPMG Australia 

(ASPAC Lead for Dispute Resolution & Controversy)
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Trends in electronic data requests

Revenue authorities have access to more information than ever before

— new, significantly expanded domestic programs and initiatives

— increase in frequency and scope of cross-border information exchanges.

Revenue authorities’ increased expectations and demands regarding access to 

taxpayer information

— ‘real time’ contact by revenue authorities

— broad ranging requests for information (RFI) before and during tax risk reviews and 

audits continue

— increased use of formal information gathering powers.
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Types of data being requested electronically – a snapshot

— financial information and tax reconciliation for domestic and offshore related parties

— worldwide group structure of taxpayer and information about international related 

parties it deals with (particularly in relation to pricing and financing)

— material transactions (e.g. restructures/new transactions)

— internal review (data integrity and processes).

Challenges faced by taxpayers in responding to electronic data requests

— managing data in multiple jurisdictions/IT systems

— ensuring consistency – different revenue authority teams/jurisdictions may apply a 

different lens to the same data

— importance of robust and contemporaneous collation of all relevant material 

— managing scope of RFIs – relevance of inquiry? Provision of data to revenue authority?

— wavier of privilege if bulk data downloads not carefully searched/reviewed 

— cost – time and money.

Trends in electronic data requests (cont…)
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What are revenue authorities doing with the electronic information?

OECD Advanced Analytics for Better Tax Administration Paper 

— challenges faced by revenue authorities in using electronic data

— difficulty securing timely access to the right data – integration of multiple data sources

— improving the taxpayer experience? Or frustrating it?

— recommendation for revenue authorities to collaborate to share knowledge regarding 

sources and types of data most useful for analytical purposes.

Trends in electronic data requests (cont…)

— support operational decision making:

— inform case selection for reviews/audits

— lodgment and payment compliance

— debt management.

— taxpayer assistance and distilling insight about taxpayer

— policy evaluation

— benchmarking/segmenting taxpayers by industry (enhanced predictive analytics).
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— Who does regulator want to interview? Why? Is another interviewee best placed?

— What does regulator want to know? Why? Consider relevance 

— How does regulator plan to conduct the interview? 

— When will the interview take place? 

— Where will the interview take place?

Preparation for and attendance at an 
interview before a regulator

Who, what, why, how, when, where?

— allow time to do a ‘dry run’ with each interviewee – mirror interview environment

— ensure regulator clarifies objective and conduct of the interview

— ask questions at any time if unsure, particularly to clarify a question, its scope and intent 

— understand regulator expectations/proposed actions in terms of next steps, and have this 

communicated in writing at the completion of the interview.

Additional key considerations



Preparing for site visits from 
revenue authorities and 
trends and developments 
of joint audits 
Sharon Katz-Pearlman 

Global Head of Dispute Resolution & Controversy 

KPMG in the US
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Site visits — practical considerations
Common practice now worldwide — visits by the revenue authority to a specific 

taxpayer location in order to:

— see the facility

— get a sense of the business

— perhaps have the opportunity to conduct additional informal interviews with employees.

Preparation for these visits is key: explain to your employees what is happening, 

even those who will not be affected directly by the visit.

Make sure that the person conducting the ‘tour’ is knowledgeable about the facility and 

what it does and does not do.

If interviews will take place on site: make sure you have a separate, secure space 

in which to meet.
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Joint audits 
Over the past several years, there have been various initiatives in which various 

revenue authorities have sought to pilot a joint audit approach for larger taxpayers.

— potential benefits for both taxpayer and revenue authority

— increased efficiency and less resources

— avoids use of MAP.

Some examples:

Related:

— OECD/FTA initiative: 2011 

— IRS pilot: 2011/2012

— EU Joint Audit initiative

— TIWB (Tax Inspectors Without Borders)
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*This is a screenshot from http://www.tiwb.org

http://www.tiwb.org/
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Joint risk assessment audit —
new development!

Who?

MNCs and multiple 

revenue authorities 

(all FTA members).

What?

Various revenue 

authorities work 

collaboratively to 

perform a tax risk 

assessment for a 

MNC group.

How?

Revenue authorities 

are determining pilot 

participants; the 

number of revenue 

authorities can 

range from two to all 

participating 

jurisdictions.

Why?

Available CbC 

information allows 

revenue authorities 

to work from the 

same information 

and perform a 

consistent risk 

analysis.
Purpose

To allow revenue authorities to work collaboratively and leverage available information 

efficiently; the taxpayer will present to the entire group of revenue authorities at once

Result

Dependent upon whether determined to be ‘low risk’ or ‘not low risk’. If not low risk, there 

may be further activity, leading to tax assessment.

International Compliance Assurance Programme (ICAP) – OECD/FTA Pilot Program



Q&A
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Thank you 
for joining us.
The player will now refresh to display an exit survey. 

Feel free to complete this survey and click the Submit button. 

Please contact us with any questions.

Check out our other Global Tax Webcasts:

www.kpmg.com/taxwebcasts

http://www.kpmg.com/taxwebcasts
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